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Of course I was pre-disposed to embrace the sights of Lithuania on my tour with Cynthia in July. It was 

the homeland of all four of our grandparents, who emigrated in the early 20th century to America.  On 

the first anniversary of Mom’s death, it seemed comforting to seek out the birthplace of her mom, who 

lived in our household from 1950 until her death in 1976. And I hoped to learn about Grandpa, who died 

when I was little.  

We were successful in learning about our maternal side but 0ur grandparents on dad’s side remain  a 

mystery. Dad only knew they came from Vilnius, tho they called it Wilno, as all Polish residents did. If 

dad’s folks had relatives in the region, any clues are long gone by now. A lot of paper gets lost in a 

century. 

My entire two week exploration floated in a whisper of inquiry. Could one of my forebears have lingered 

here, attended Mass in this church, wandered these old streets, sat by this river, hunted mushrooms in 

this woods?  The fragrance from a bowl of sauerkraut soup in a café brought me to tears, for it ignited 

my memories of Aunt Natalie’s home cooking.  Family links made my trip more personally meaningful 

than my previous visits to larger world capitals and tourist sites. 

I feared that a nation trampled by Teutonic Crusaders, Polish royalty, Nazi soldiers, and Soviet 

imperialists would be too beleaguered to show tourists a good time. But the country was as clean as 

Scandinavia, full of polite English-speaking residents, with low prices for its beer, potato pancakes, beet 

soup and amber jewelry. The capital city offered Italian and Indian restaurants, dark chocolate and 

strong coffee, but few American businesses have yet intruded.  There was a bounty of cucumbers, 

mushrooms, and cabbage. At low prices, the hotels provided cable TV, warm towel racks, and air 

conditioning. If any dreams remained unfulfilled, it was ice in the Cokes, quicker cooks in the kitchen, 

softer seats in the palaces for concerts, and American athletes in their televisedOlympic coverage.  

Our trip was enhanced by our driver and tour guide, who escorted us through the countryside and major 

cities with experience, kindness and enthusiasm. We didn’t ride a big tour bus with other visitors. Our 

driver, who had just escorted Lady Gaga and other rock stats through Baltic venues, was expert at 

negotiating the roads. Guide Sigita, an English-language prof, was moonlighting during her summer 

break. She was stalwart and informed, quick with opinions, helpful finding services, and eager to bring 

us to her house in Klaipeda, to meet her mom and feed us authentic local delicacies like smoked fat. My 

sister didn’t relish the peculiar snacks, pressed extras on me. What a gal! Sigita also made sure we tried 

Girda, Lithuania’s version of Coke (not ready for prime time), and the salty mineral waters in the 

luxurious international spa resort on the border with Belarus. We tried their sauna, massage, and mud 

baths by day and dancing fountains at dusk. 

If Sigita’s culinary adamance was forceful, so was her determination to help us learn about maternal 

grandparents. She translated Grandpa’S book for us, Sunset Years. She assured us that Juozas 

Levandauskas must have acquired a solid education somehow because his use of the language was 

superior. His book surveyed worldwide burial practices since ancient times and provided practical 

business advice for funerals in mid-20th century (his career in the 1920s and 30s Brooklyn). He sounded 



careful, serious, dedicated, organized, and earnest. This grandfather I barely recall from my infancy -- is 

it from him that I inherited my love of reading and history, my career as a teacher and writer?  

Sigita also engineered our explorations of Grandma’s birthplace near Marijanopol. She accosted 

countrymen in the tiny village for information about any remaining Stasalavicious or Novickes. We drove 

to cemeteries and quizzed mourners at gravesites, but only turned up a resident who recollected an 

abandoned cluster of modest farm houses on a neglected path, in decline since the Soviets collectivized 

the farmland after World War II. Finally, in Druska we visited the 1860 church where Gram was baptized 

in 1888. How amazing it felt to walk where she and her family had resided. Would she have recognized 

today’s landscape? Did she and her sister Natalie, my favorite relative, build their love of the outdoors in 

this place? What did they miss when they relocated to the tenements of New York?  

History is ever present in Lithuania, a country that has generally been in the wrong place at the wrong 

time throughout its past. Independent since 1990, it is filled with memorials to its rebels against its 

many invaders. Medieval castles expose the tortuous wars to halt Crusader efforts to Christianize the 

pagan Lithuanians. At the TV tower, where Russians bulldozed 17 activists in 1990, the traditional 

wooden carvings, like Indian totem poles, mark the defiance. Statues recall the nation-wide human 

chain of pacifists that demonstrated against Communist rule. Grutas Park collects a multitude of Soviet 

sculptures, now that they can be plucked from city squares and removed from daily sight. The KGB 

Museum revives the German Gestapo and Soviet basement prison where interrogations occurred before 

deportations, 1940-89. The countryside is dotted with pagan/Christian sun crosses, duplicitous symbols 

to irritate or placate the anti-religious Communists or ultra-Catholic Polish rulers, whoever had the 

unwelcome upper hand. 

Brighter elements of our trip testify to lighter episodes for Lithuania. Old Towns in Kaunas and Vilnius 

offered meandering streets past grandiose churches, medieval university buildings, vendors, pocket 

parks, and plazas with unhurried weekenders at cafes. The landscape is unspoiled, with forests, lakes 

and farms. Modern shopping malls and supermarkets provided contemporary amenities.  

 


